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Nature Owing to air pollution and its harmful 
effects, it is increasingly clear the threat 
of global warming, that at medium / 
long term, could become irreversible and 
therefore now, measures should be taken 
to reduce gas emissions that cause such 
warming.

So it is the conviction of Corksribas, that 
all should actively contribute to help 
reducing carbon dioxide emissions into 
the atmosphere in order to control this 
serious threat over our planet.

At Corksribas, from the raw material: 
cork, a natural product of high quallity, 
as well as the components used in its 
processing,  we support a healthy and 
balanced relationship with nature, 
granting the sustainabillity and welfare 
of future generations.

Corksribas, contributes to the 
preservation of the cork forest in 
Portugal and other producing countries, 
keeping the trees alive.
Cork, is an outstandingly ecological 
material, able to retain the CO2, to a 
considerable level.
Based on recent research, every year, 
the Portuguese cork tree forest, are able 
to retain aprox. 4.8 millions tons of CO2 
emissions.

Cork. A true environmentally friendly 
product.



Coverings

At Corksribas, we give particular 
attention to these products market 
segment, due to its enormous potential 
and increasing consumer demand.

These remarkable cork composites, being 
natural or agglomerated, offer beyond 
their natural insulating qualities, thermal 
and acoustic, a great value when used 
as an interior cover of walls, ceilings or 
floors, due to the variety of patterns and 
textures.

Corksribas, offers these interior 
coverings in three ranges:



             is Corksribas latest product addition, an exclusive, 
highly selective range of patterns developed from the highest 
quality cork raw materials and produced under state-of–the-
art technology standards.
The product consists on a smart combination of a High 
Density Fibreboard (HDF) moisture resistant; a flexible and 
highly insulating cork core, that owing to cork natural and 
unique properties, insulates and absorbs the step and 
impact sound, comfortable to walk on and warm to 
the touch; and a integrated cork backing for further 
enhancement of the product sound dampening 
properties.
An important contribution from Nature to 
improve interior design, natural comfort 
and well being of modern living.
             is a floating type flooring 
supplied in planks. Its 
cohesion is guaranteed 
by the perfect                

 glueless 
system. It is not 
required to be 
glued or nailed 
down to the 
sub-floor.
A nature’s 
wonder at 
your feet.

Natural ellegance
at your feet





Standard AC/UV-HRF

Iceberg 205 AC/UV-HRF

Gringo AC/UV-HRF

Iceberg Nat AC/UV-HRF

Gringo D AC/UV-HRF



Gallop AC/UV-HRF

Country New AC/UV-HRF

Belly AC/UV-HRF

Hacienda AC/UV-HRF

NEW



Gringo Cream AC/UV-HRF

Gringo White AC/UV-HRF

Country White AC/UV-HRF

Country Caffe Latte AC/UV-HRF

Country Champagne AC/UV-HRF

NEW

NEW

NEW



Country Caffe AC/UV-HRF

Country Caramel AC/UV-HRF

Iceberg White AC/UV-HRF

Iceberg Cream AC/UV-HRF

NEW

NEW



Iceberg Terra AC/UV-HRF

Iceberg Caffe AC/UV-HRF

Iceberg Caffe Latte AC/UV-HRF

Iceberg Caffe Negro AC/UV-HRF





Acrylic / UV 
varnish finishing

Flexible and insulation 
cork core for higher walk 
and stand comfort

HDF 
High Density 
Fiberboard
with Corkloc®

Acrylic
UV varnishGenuine cork 

veneer

Integrated 
Insulating Cork 
Underlay

Definition 
Acrylic/UV ultimate                  floating floor solution.     
It has never been so easier to install and mantain, with state-
of-art                  technology, a paraffin based, all around edge 
sealing system to protect effectively against moisture. Along 
with the resillient and durable finish making it suitable for 
all residential environements, the unique structure insulates, 
absorbs sound, is comfortable to walk on and feels warm to the 
touch.
The Acrylic/UV finish is not glued or nailed to the subfloor. It 
is a floating floor and its cohesion is guaranted by the glueless 
patented system:                 .
Each plank of Acrylic/UV finish comes with an underlay of cork 
agglomerate, glued in factory. this provides an exceptional step 
and impact sound reduction, with no extra cost or work.

Design
Acrylic/UV finish appearance can be cork agglomerate or veneer 
in their natural color or factory coloured, providing enormous 
possibilities of design.
Specifications
Dimensions: 905x295x10.5mm  (other dimensions available on 
request)

Packaging
Pack: Planks per pack: 8 -> 2.136 m2 per pack 
Carton: Packs per carton: 1 -> 2.136 m2 per carton 
Pallet: Cartons per pallet: 36 -> 76.896 m2 per pallet

Areas of applications
According EN 685 UV Varnish product line can be installed 
in  almost all residential areas, except bathrooms, saunas and 
similar rooms.

Ex.: Kitchens, bedrooms, living or dining rooms, entrances 
halls, small offices, hotel bedrooms, music studios, etc. 

Technical
Solutions

Residential
 Finishing Medium traffic High traffic

 UV/ Acrylic ok ok



HRF
varnish finishing

Top coat
2nd Ceramic 
Layer
Sand Sealer
1st Ceramic 
Layer
Adhesion 
Promoter

Genuine cork veneer

Flexible and insulation 
cork core for higher walk 
and stand comfort

HDF -High Density 
Fiberboard
with Corkloc®

HRF Varnish

Integrated 
insulating 
cork underlay

Glueless system with                and
                technology

Ex.: Kitchens, bedrooms, living or dining rooms, entrances 
halls, small offices, hotel bedrooms, music studios, etc. 

Definition 
The HRF is Corksribas ultimate development of a finish surface with 
durability characteristics: HRF incorporates ceramic particles that 
make ez_cork HRF, suitable for residential and light commercial areas.
It comes with the                  technology and it has never been easier 
to install and mantain, with state-of-art                  technology, a 
parafin based, all around edge sealing system to protect effectively, 
against moisture.
Along with the HRF finish, the unique structure insulates, absorbs 
sound, is comfortable to walk on and feels warm to the touch.
The HRF is not glued or nailed to the subfloor; it is a floating floor and 
its cohesion is guaranteed by the glueless patented sytem, the
                .
Each plank of HRF, comes with an underlay of cork agglomerate 
glued in factory. This provides an exceptional step and impact sound 
reduction, with no extra cost or work.

Design
HRF appearance, can be cork agglomerate or veneer, in their natural 
color or factory coloured, providing enormous possibilities of design.
Specifications
Dimensions: 905x295x10.5mm (other dimensions available on request)

Packaging
Pack: Planks per pack: 8 -> 2.136 m2 per pack 
Carton: Packs per carton: 1 -> 2.136 m2 per carton 
Pallet: Cartons per pallet: 36 -> 76.896 m2 per pallet

Areas of applications
According EN 685 HRF Varnish product line can be installed in  
almost all residential areas, except bathrooms, saunas and similar 
rooms, and light commercial areas.

 Residential Commercial

 Finishing High traffic Low traffic

 ok ok



Laying method Floating
Finishing AC-UV HRF
Test Standard Unit
Level of use EN 685 Class 23 23

Domestic
Commercial ---- 31

General properties EN 12104 / EN 655 / EN 14354 / EN 14085

Dimensions EN 427 / EN 428 mm 905x295x10,5 905x295x10,5
Inches 35-5/8x11-10/16x7/16 35-5/8x11-10/16x7/16

Apparent density EN 672 Kg/m³ 660 760
Mass per unit area EN 430 g/m² 7000 8000
Dimension stability EN 434 / EN 669 % EN 669; Direction 1: 0.00; Direction 

2: 0,01
EN 669; Direction 1: 0.00; Direction 2: 0,01

Safety properties
Fire resistance DIN 4102-1 Class B2 ----

EN13501-1 Class Efls1 Cfl s1

Surface flammability DOC FF 1-70 Pass/fail Passes ----
Critical radiant flux ASTM E 648 Watts/ 

Square Cm
.16 .23

Specific optical density ASTM E 662-97 Density Flaming: 386 / Non flaming: 217 Flaming: 199 / Non flaming: 177
Slip classification EN 14041 Class ---- DS
Sliding coefficient EN 13893 Coeff. ---- 0,57

EN DIN 51131 ---- 0,47
Slippery safeness Dresden parameters Class ---- Safe
Anti-slip classification DIN 51130 Class ---- R-10
Static coefficient of friction ASTM C1028-89 Coeff. Dry: .68; Wet: .65 Dry: 0.65; Wet: 0.69
Additional properties
Impact sound reduction ISO 140-8 dB 18 16
Step sound NF S 31 - 074 dB ---- 78
STC sound transmission class ASTM E413-87 dB 54 54
IIC Impact insulation class ASTM E989-89 dB 58 58
Thermal resistance DIN 52612 m2K/W 10ºC: 0,1386 ----

ASTM C-518 (R-value) 0.83 ----

EN 12667 m²K/W 0,104 0,102
Thermal conductivity EN 12667 W/mK 0,099 0,105
Heat dissipation DIN 52614 KJ/m2 W1: 23 / W10: 96 ----
Wear resistance EN 660-1 mm(thickness) / gr.(weight) Thickness loss: 0.87 ----

EN 660-2 gr./100 cycles ---- ----
EN 14354 Nr. of Cycles ---- 8800
NEMA LD-3 Cycles & grams/100 cycles ---- 3107 & 0.0053

Castor chair test EN 425 Effect (c) (c)
Chair leg resistance EN 424 Effect (d) (d)
Residual indentation EN 433 mm -0.28 -0,02

ASTM F1914-98 % loss 34,4 ----
Scratch resistance EN 438 N ---- 1,60
Impact resistance EN 438 N ---- Small ball: 14

mm (high falling ) ---- Big ball: 1300
Static load limit ASTM F970-87 Inch (%) .002 Inch (0.4%) ----
Static electrical propensity EN 1815 Volt 2400 3100
Electrical resistance EN 1081 Ohm 1x1012 6x1012
Effect of stains EN 423 Effect (i) ----

EN 12720 Effect ---- ----
Chemical resistance ASTM F925-97 Surf. dulling ---- (p) rate 0

Surf. attack ---- ----
Color change ---- ----

Effect of stains (l) EN 438, part 2 Grade 
1= surface destruction;  
5= no visible changes

---- 5(m)

Colour fastness EN ISO 105-B2 Rating (e) 4,5
EN ISO 20105-B02 Blue wool scale ---- ≥ 6

Colour fastness to light (Xenon Arc) AATCC 16E Rating 1-5 (5 is the best) 2.5 ----
Formaldehyde emission DIN EN 717-1/2 mg HCHO/hm² 0,9 2,1

mg/m² 0,01 0,01
ppm 0,01 0,01
Class E1 E1

PCP (pentachlorophenol) CEN/TR 14823 (ihd-W 409) mg/Kg 0,4 (PCP free) 0,5 (PCP free)
VOC emission CEN ENV 13419 (ECA-IAQ) Ecological evaluation Positive Positive

(c) No changes of the wear layer nor delamination
(d) No damage of the wear layer
(e) Rate 6 of the blue scale; rate 4 of the gray scale
(i) No changes after testing the following chemicals: Acetic acid (5%ig), Hydrochloric acid (5%ig), Sodiumhydroxid-Solution (10%ig), Aceton, Petrol, Oil, Fat, Shoe polish (black), Red wine, Milk
(l) The following products were tested: aetone, coffee, NaOH, Hydrogensuperoxyde (H2O2, 3%), Black shoe cream, Citrus acid (solution of 10%)
(p) rate 0 = no observed effect. The following products were tested: 5% acetic acid vinegar; 70% isopropyl alcohol, Mineral oil, NaOH Sodium oxide, 5% HCI Hydrochloric acid, 5% H2SO4 Sulfuric acid, 
5% NaOCI Household ammonia, 5% Phenol desinfectant, Kerosene, Olive oil, Unleaded gasoline

Technical Data





           tiles are panels made in a number of ways, using 
richly textured virgin cork bark, natural or agglomerate cork 
in various shades, or patterned cork in geometrical or random 
designs, exploring cork’s high capabilities in terms of acoustic 
and thermal insulation.
Cork decoration means, creation and natural comfort. Easy 
to combine within itself and other materials, that the less 
aesthetic standard, becomes a paradise ambience.
Using cork wall tiles as an interior design material allows at the 
same time an harmonious design and a contrast with existing 
furniture and painted surfaces.
Being a natural product, each tile is unique providing at the 
same time an harmonious design and wide variety of shades 
and patterns. Due to its waxed surface, cork wall tiles are 
easily cleaned requiring low maintenance.

           tiles are environmentally friendly. Due to cork natural 
properties, they offer great advantages such as thermic 
Insulation, sound dampening, anti-static and anti-allergenic.
 tiles and panels always blend in with other decorations 
and furniture and they are available on a wide range of 
colours. Cork wall tiles give the nature’s touch to any 
decoration.
Places full of activity, turn into peaceful, cosy and comfortable 
corners of nature. Looking for places to lay cork is so great. 
and vast as our imagination.
Schools, hospitals, day-care centres, offices, restaurants, 
shopping centres, seating rooms, kitchens, rooms, etc.

Build and rebuild, making it easier for the humble to fit, so 
easy to combine within itself and other materials, that the less 
aesthetic standard, becomes a paradise ambiency. Using cork 
wall tiles as an interior design material allows at the same time 
an harmonious design and a contrast with existing furniture 
and painted surfaces.

Natural feeling
for your living





Gringo

Hacienda

Belly

Condor White

Condor Snow



Condor Brown Condor Rose Condor Beige

Condor Green Condor Nat Condor Puce

Condor Black Condor Yellow Iceberg Nat 205

Condor Red Condor Pea Green Iceberg Grey

Condor Blue Condor Grey Iceberg Red



Iceberg Green

Tango Nat

White Iceberg

Tango Snow

Country



Condor Purple Virgem Nat Virgem Brown

Carioca

Peeble

Samba

Iceberg Nat

Virgem Snow

NEW

NEW



Technical
Solutions



Definition 
Cork, which is the bark of the cork oak tree, is 
a sustainable material. It is removed from the 
tree every 9 years and re-grows naturally. It is 
an environmentally friendly material and we do 
not have to cut down our trees to produce it.
Corksribas decorative cork wall & ceiling tiles, a 
covering for walls and ceilings in either natural 
or agglomerated cork, are manufactured with 
a composite cork backing layer (produced from 
selected pure granules bound together by 
an appropriate resin (*) and a decorative top 
veneer. The surface is usually coated with a 
wax coat, to give the finished product a better 
resistance to the sunlight and for an easier 
maintenance. All Corksribas cork wall & ceiling 
tiles are manufactured to confirm/comply with 
the Technical characteristics specified in ISO 
Standard 8724 and EN 12781.
(*) The type of Resin used is a water based, 
eco-friendly acrylic binder, containing no 
ingredients such as phenol, formaldehyde or 
isocyanate, therefore very low VOC emissions 
and excellent ecologic performance.

Specifications
Standard Dimensions: 600 x300 x3 | 300 x300 x3
Specific weight (kg/m3): aprox. 200kgs/m3
Humidity (%): < 7%
Free Formaldehyde: < 95mg/kg
Fire resistance: Class B2
Thermal Condictivity: 0.047 kcal/m2

Sound absortion:  
Significant reduction of noise propagation and complete elimination 
of reverberation.

Resistance to chemicals:  
Good resistance to chemical attack from domestic products and from 
other chemical agents in regular use.
Resistance to chemicals products and  household cleaning products: 
Good in general.



Natural touch
for your life



The use of  parquet for lining floors, is 

without doubt the one that gather the most of alI 

cork qualities, thus considered one of the utmost 

noble materials, used for such purpose.

It’s amazingly durable, water, insect and fire 

resistant, anti-allergenic with superior thermal 

insulation and sound absorption.

 Floor tiles are exclusively made of cork and 

a binding agent.  higher quality consists of 

various sizes of cork granules compressed together 

with specially designed binders under high pressure 

and temperature to warranty that they won’t be 

damaged by the intensive wear.

Its organic composition also gives a high degree 

of resiliency, therefore being extensively used in 

thoroughfares. 

Also considered one of the materials with the highest 

surface temperature, its soft and cosy surface is 

comfortable, smooth to walk on, especially when 

barefoot, providing great comfort to both feet and 

legs. It also creates a very quiet space and at the 

same time provides the appreciated insulation for 

both cold and warm climates. Having extraordinary 

thermal and acoustic insulating potentialities, added 

to its natural and modern look, allows a perfect 

match with any decorative type of furniture design.

Unlike most recent flooring materials,  tiles 

can be refinished to look like new whenever needed 

without damaging it.

Different sizes and thicknesses can be supplied, 

being normally supplied on the standard sizes of 

300x300 mm or 600 x 300 mm and from 3,2mm to 

7.00 mm.

 surface finish:

Natural tiles: Sanded or with natural oil wax, AC/UV 

varnish (matt or high gloss) and HRF varnish finishing, 

this product offer great value. It is   specially 

recommended for bedrooms, residential and low 

traffic commercial areas.

Pattern tiles: Belly, Carioca, Country, Gringo 

and Iceberg Grey: offer a stunning colourful and 

decorative value. Recommended for residential and 

low traffic commercial areas.



Standard sanded Standard natural oil

Standard AC/UV-HRF Standard Medium (Massive)

Standard Dark (Massive) Standard Black (Massive)

Gringo AC/UV-HRF Hacienda AC/UV-HRF

Iceberg Nat 205 AC/UV-HRF Iceberg Nat AC/UV-HRF



Virgem Nat 205 AC/UV-HRF Iceberg Grey AC/UV-HRF

Iceberg Cream AC/UV-HRF Iceberg Caffe AC/UV-HRF

Carioca AC/UV-HRF Country AC/UV-HRF

Gringo White AC/UV-HRF Gringo D Cream AC/UV-HRF

Belly AC/UV-HRF

NEW



Technical
Solutions



Cork floor tiles are made exclusively of cork and the 
binding material. Corksribas cork floor tiles, high 
quality, consists of various sizes of cork granules 
compressed togheter, with specially designed binders, 
under high pressure, to warrant, that they won’t be 
damaged by an intensive wear.
It’s organic composition, also gives an high degree 
of resilience, therefore being extensively used in 
thorougfares. also considered one of the materials 
with the highest surface temperature, its soft and cosy 
surface, is comfortable, smooth to walk on, especially 
when barefoot, providing great comfort to both, feet 
and legs. It also creates a very quiet space and at the 
same time, provides the appreciated insulation for both 
cold and warm climates.

Definition
Cork, which is the bark of the cork oak tree, is a 
sustainable material. It is removed from the tree every 
9 years and regrows naturally. It is an environmental 
friendly material.

Corksribas Floor Tiles are manufactured by pressing 
together pure cork granules, of the finest selection and 
a binding agent (*), under the effect of temperature 
and pressure.

The tile surface is usually coated with varnish, to 
give the finished product, an unique resistance to 
the use, it must  withstand. All Corksribas Cork Floor 
Tiles are manufactured to conform, with the technical 
characteristics specified in ISO 3813 and EN 12104, as 
described below:    

(*) The type of Resin used is a water based, eco-friendly 
acrylic binder, containing no ingredients such as phenol, 
formaldehyde or isocyanate, therefore very low VOC 
emissions and excellent ecologic performance.

Dimensions: 600 x 300 x 4 mm
(Other dimensions / thicknesss available on request)
Finishing: Sanded, Natural Oil, Acrylic UV,HRF (High 
Resistence Varnish)

 Residential Commercial

 Finishing High traffic Low traffic

 ok ok

Residential
 Finishing Medium traffic High traffic

 UV/ Acrylic ok ok



Markets
                    exports for over 50 countries in the 5 continents, having dominant market positions for specific 

products in many countries such as the remote Philippines, Taiwan, Indonesia, Australia or New Zealand; to the 

middle and far East (China, Japan, Korea..); in Europe (Germany, France, Italy, Spain, etc.); in Eastern Europe (Russia, 

Poland, etc.); in North America, etc. etc.

Whatever your needs are, please get in touch with us and see how we can solve your problems. Many clients already 

experienced that and the results have been extremely successful and mutually beneficial.

We are looking forward to establish a new partnership with you too!

EQUADOR
COLOMBIA
VENEZUELA
PARAGUAI
PERU
URUGUAI
BRASIL
ARGENTINA
CHILE

UK
IRELAND
FRANCE
SPAIN
HOLAND
BELGIUM
DENMARK

NORWAY
SWEDEN
AUSTRIA
GERMANY
ITALY
GREECE

EGYPT

SOUTH 
AFRICA

TURKEY
ISRAEL
LEBANON
IRAN
DUBAI
KUWAIT
SAUDI 
ARABIA

FINLAND
RUSSIA
UKRAINE
ESTONIA
LATVIA
POLAND
CZECH REPUBLIC

PAKISTAN
INDIA

P.R. CHINA
TAIWAN
KOREA
JAPAN
HONG KONG

MALASYA
SINGAPORE
INDONESIA
THAILAND
PHILIPINES

        AUSTRALIA

               NEW ZEALAND

CANADA

U.S.A.

MEXICO





INDUSTRIA GRANULADORA DE CORTIÇA, S. A.

RUA DO FIAL, S/N (P.O.BOX 22) | 4536-907 S. PAIO DE OLEIROS | PORTUGAL
TEL.: +351 22 7459007 / 22 7644323 | FAX: +351 22 7642959 / 22 7457913

global@corksribas.pt | www.corksribas.pt


